AUDITIONS!!

SUNDAY, NOV. 4th - 1-4 PM

(Hope Theatre)

CALL BACKS: MONDAY, NOV. 5th - 6-9PM (VIL 202)

THE HOME PLANET

A University Theatre Devised Production – Spring 2019

The Devising class (TA 490 Winter term) will develop stories based on their own lives, histories, and heritage, as well as research and interviews. The class will work with Viewpoints, and other devising methods to develop the structure, narrative, staging and themes of this spring production.

Prepare: bring and prepare to share a one-minute poem or other piece of text that you LOVE. (Please bring this on a piece of paper 😊)

The remainder of the audition will be ensemble-based creative work... come in clothes you can move in!

(Enrollment in TA 490 means that you ARE cast in the production. You must be able to complete the class Winter Term, and production dates Spring term. There may also be additional roles filled in spring term.) Questions: Theresa May, tmay33@uoregon.edu